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Abstract

The literature on corporatism has presented much evidence associating

highly centralized systems of collective bargaining with wage restraint and

relatively successful macroeconomic performance. Centralized bargaining, in

addition, is associated with relatively small wage differentials. This

paper presents a model of the impact of centralized wage setting on both

real wages and relative wages. The central assumption is that the

centralization of wage setting at the national level unites unions who are

complements in production. Since a wage increase for one group of workers

negatively affects the welfare of other workers who are complements in

production, centralized wage setters choose wages below the equilibrium of

decentralized wage setting. It is also shown that if the union

confederation maximizes a utilitarian welfare function with equal weights,

centralized wage setting decreases wage dispersion. While low-paid workers

clearly gain from centralized bargaining, high-paid workers may prefer that

bargaining be decentrallzed.



Introduction

During recent years extensive research has centered on corporatist

patterns of interest representation and centralized systems of collective

bargaining. This research has associated corporatism and centralized

bargaining with "labor quiescence," to use David Cameron's (1984) label for

the combination of low strike rates and wage restraint. Labor quiescence,

In turn, is claimed to contribute to successful economic performance: lower

rates of inflation and unemployment, higher rates of investment, and a less

pronounced slowdown of growth following the oil crises.

Union cooperation with government policies to curb the growth of wages

has been a central theme in the research on corporatism in Western Europe.

In one of the first contributions to a burgeoning literature, Gerhard

Lehmbruch observed: "[I]ncomes policies appear to constitute a core domain

of liberal corporatism" (1977: 96). Similarly, Leo Panitch argued that in

"virtually every" corporatist society, policies "designed to abate the wage

pressure of trade unions was the frontpiece of corporatist development"

(1977: 74). Cross-national studies by Bruce Headey (1970) and Gary Marks

(1986) have revealed a close empirical relationship between union

centralization and the successful implementation of voluntary incomes

policies.

More recently, union centralization or corporatism has attracted the

attention of economists seeking to account for the divergence in

macroeconomic performance among advanced industrial societies since the mid

1970s. Michael Bruno and Jeffrey Sachs (1985) emphasize both the importance

of "real wage moderation" for "achieving low inflation and low unemployment

after a supply shock" (217) and the significance of corporatist institutions
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for moderating union wage demands. Studies by David Cameron (1984), John

McCallum (1986), and Charles Bean, Richard Layard and Stephen Nickell

(1986), among many others, provide evidence associating corporatism or

centralized bargaining with smaller increases in unemployment or superior

tradeoffs between unemployment and inflation. Still others, notably

Bernhard Heitger (1987) and Lars Calmfors and John Driffill (1988), have

argued that the relationship between union centralization and economic

performance is U-shaped rather than monotonic with intermediate levels of

centralization producing the worst outcomes. Another set of studies by

Peter Lange and Geoffrey Garrett (1985, also Garrett and Lange 1986) and

Alexander Hicks (1988) conclude that economic growth declined least in two

sets of countries: those with both corporatist institutions and Left

governments and those with neither.

A quick glance at Table 1 reveals the difficulty in judging the nature

of the relationship between centralized bargaining and unemployment, to

focus on the aspect of economic performance that has received the most

attention. The data is quite clear regarding the relative success of

countries with highly centralized bargaining. The unweighted average rate

of unemployment for the 16 countries with intermediate or low levels of

centralization increased by 4.2 percentage points after 1974 from 2.6% to

6.8X. In contrast, average unemployment rates in the three countries with

the most centralized bargaining increased by only 0.4 percentage points from

2.0X to 2.4%. Among countries without highly centralized unions, only Japan

and Switzerland had such slight increases in unemployment. Moreover, Assar

Lindbeck (1983) estimated that including job losses of migrant workers would

have increased the unemployment rate in Switzerland by over three percentage
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points in the late 1970s.2

Table 1 About Here

On the other hand, the average increase in unemployment among the

moderately centralized countries was 5.7%, compared with 3.7% for countries

in the decentralized group. The variance of the increase in unemployment

among the decentralized and moderately centralized countries, however,

cautions against strong conclusions regarding the benefits of

decentralization.3 Highly centralized bargaining was clearly associated

with the avoidance of large increases in average unemployment rates in the

decade after the first oil shock. Whether moderately centralized bargaining

systems performed worse than decentralized bargaining systems remains

unclear.

The evidence does not demonstrate that centralized bargaining alone

suffices to maintain low levels of unemployment. Fiscal, monetary and labor

market policies are obviously important. The Austrian government supported

full employment with deficit spending until the early 1980s (Pichelmann and

Wagner 1986). Sweden is renown for the efficiency with which laid off

workers are enrolled in training and other labor market programs (Wilensky

and Turner 1987). This need not imply, however, that the structure of

bargaining is unimportant. One of the reasons unemployment climbed

dramatically in most countries was that governments refrained from

expansionary policies for fear of initiating escalating wage demands. David

Coe and Francesco Gagliardi (1985) estimated the non-accelerating inflation

rate of unemployment (NAIRU), the rate of unemployment below which an
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economy cannot remain without accelerating inflation, to be 8.0% in Germany,

9.0% in France but only 2.4% in Austria in the early 1980s. High levels of

centralization appear to increase the willingness of unions to restrain the

growth of wages without the stick of widespread unemployment. Since

centralized, unified, encompassing trade unions are the unions that are

least constrained by competition in the labor market, this finding

challenges commonly held views about the relationship between union strength

and economic performance.

In addition to moderating aggregate wage demands, centralized

bargaining frequently produces a more egalitarian wage structure (Freeman

1988). In Norway and Sweden in particular, a policy of reducing wage

differentials, or 'wage solidarity," has been an explicit goal of the blue-

collar union confederations (Flanagan, Soskice and Ulman 1983).4 Indeed,

the compression of relative wages figures prominently in accounts of the

increasing opposition of white collar unions and metal workers to

centralized bargaining in Sweden (Ahl6n 1988).

Yet theoretical work on centralized bargaining and wage settlements has

not kept pace with the empirical literature. As a result, critical issues

remain controversial or unclear. There Is no consensus as to why the

centralization of bargaining should increase the willingness unions to

restrain wage increases or reduce wage dispersion. There is, in addition,

wide disagreement regarding who loses and who gains from centralized

bargaining. Whether or not union members benefit from centralization is

critical in evaluating the controversial relationship between corporatist

institutions and union democracy.

Many scholars have argued that centralization constitutes the solution
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to a collective action problem (Schwerin 1980, 1982; Crouch 1985). In the

words of an OECD written in 1977: "unless wage bargaining is highly

centralized, individual unions can rationally hope that an improvement in

their real wages can be achieved at the expense of profit and hence

employment elsewhere in the economy" (1977: 159). Most general is Mancur

Olson's (1982) argument that "encompassing groups" are less likely to pursue

policies with negative consequences for aggregate wealth since they

internalize a larger share of the social costs.

Others have viewed corporatism in more zero-sum terms. Panitch (1977,

1980) is perhaps the most visible proponent of the argument that

centralization is a means of declawing unions and controlling, if not

repressing, the rank and file. In Panitch's view, the only beneficiaries of

wage moderation are management and shareholders. In contrast, Douglas Hibbs

(1978), Walter Korpi and Michael Shalev (1980) and Korpi (1983) see

centralized bargaining as the institutional form most supportive of real

income gains for workers (and detrimental to owners of capital). Some have

even claimed that corporatism makes everyone worse off (Wassenberg 1982).

This paper presents a model of centralized and decentralized wage-

setting that provides an explanation for the association of centralization

with both wage restraint and wage solidarity. The next section briefly

reviews previous theoretical studies and introduces the central feature of

the approach taken here: the interaction of different groups of workers who

are complements in production. The third section develops a particular

model of wage determination that allows for an explicit comparison of wages

and growth under centralized and decentralized patterns of wage setting.

The fourth section explores implications of the model for the effect of
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centralized wage setting on wage dispersion. Informal centralization

through wage leadership is contrasted with formal centralization in the

fifth section. The sixth section concludes with a discussion of sources of

instability in systems of centralized wage setting.

Complements and Substitutes in Production

Economists who have considered the interaction of multiple unions in

collective bargaining have emphasized one of three externalities. The most

heretical from the perspective of economic theory, although the thought goes

back at least to Keynes, is that workers care about relative wages in

addition to real wage levels (Frank 1985, Blinder 1988). If all unions try

to move up the wage hierarchy, none will change position (provided their

relative bargaining strength has not changed). Wages will increase,

however, and unemployment will increase. According to this explanation,

centralized bargaining allows unions to restrain aggregate wage growth

without altering relative wages. The difficulty with this approach is that

centralized bargaining frequently changes relative wages as much as it

restrains aggregate wage growth.

The externality emphasized by Jon Strand (1987) and Calmfors and

Driffill (1988) comes from the impact of wages on prices. In the model of

Calmfors and Driffill, higher wages leading to higher prices in one industry

can affect workers in other industries in two ways. The first effect 18 to

lower real wages by increasing the cost of living. The second effect is to

increase the demand for goods that are substitutes in consumption. Unions

in substitute-producing industries gain from the higher demand for labor.

Note that the two effects push real wages in opposite directions. Unless
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one knows the elasticities of substitution between the goods produced by

members of different unions and consumption patterns of union members, it is

impossible to determine whether a confederation would demand higher or lower

wages than its affiliates acting independently.6

This paper studies the case when there are multiple unions representing

different groups of workers in the same production process. Many firms must

bargain separately with more than one union, either because their work force

is divided among craft unions, overlapping industrial unions or white and

blue collar unions. In addition, part of the costs of all firms consists of

wages paid to producers of inputs. In the United Kingdom, for example,

labor costs average only 20% of revenues at the firm level, but 70X of value

added at the national level (Calmfors and Driffill 1980: 52). Thus, the

situation where wage settlements of multiple unions affect the costs of

production is quite general.

Henrik Horn and Asher Wolinsky (1988) have recently shown that when an

employer negotiates with multiple unions, the centralization of bargaining

can alter the unions' bargaining power. Similarly, the centralization of

bargaining can alter the wages unions would choose if unions controlled

wages unilaterally. Whether the unions acting jointly would demand lower or

higher wages depends on whether union members are substitutes or complements

in production.

The general argument is easily illustrated using Andrew Oswald's (1979)

simple model of wage setting with two unions. In Oswald's framework, each

union seeks to maximize a general objective function, UV, that depends on

the wage rate, wi, and on something else that is in conflict with higher

wages, xi. The something else could be employment of union members or
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investment that promises to increase productivity and future wages. All

that matters is that the union faces a trade-off between increases in wI and

increases in xi.

Thus in decentralized wage-setting with two unions, the problem facing

union A can be written as:

max UA(wA x) s. t. xA = xA(ww) (1)

wA

with aUA/8wA > 0, UA/8xA > 0 and axA/wA< 0. The optimal trade-off from

the union's point of view is given by the condition that the welfare gained

from a marginal increase in the wage rate is exactly balanced by the welfare

lost from the impact of a wage increase on XA, or:

auA 'aUA axA
Aw + a A

c = ° (2)
A A A

A centralized confederation, in contrast, would set wages for both

unions to maximize some objective function, V, that depends positively on

the welfare of its two affiliates, UA and U . Thus the centralized

confederation chooses the pair of wages, wA and wB, to solve the proble:

max V[UA(wA xA),UB(wB.xB)J 5. t. x, = xi(wAtwB)t i = A,B (3)
w,wA B

where aV/8UA > 0 and aV/8UB > 0. In addition, Oxi/awi < 0 for both unions.

The wage for union A that the union confederation would choose is given

by the first order condition:

a F auA auA 8ixA 1 + V[8UBX = 0. (4)

au aw- + ax- aw + a xcw0 4
A A A A iUBL B AJ

The two bracketed terms represent the effect of a change of wA on the
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welfare of union A and union B respectively while V/8UA and 8V/aUB

represent the weights used by the central in aggregating preferences.

The comparison of the wage demand for union A under decentralized

bargaining (equation 2) and centralized bargaining (equation 4) depends on

the sign of 8xB/8wA. If ax /awA > 0, the two unions are substitutes.

Increases in wages paid to members of union A leads to increases in

employment or wage growth for members of union B. In this case, the second

term in (4) is positive implying that the term inside the first set of

brackets is negative. From the second order condition for a maximum, it

follows that wA is higher when wage setting Is centralized.7

On the other hand, if oxB/aA < O, the two unions are complements.

Increases in the wage paid to members of union A results in lower wage

growth or less employment for members of union B. Now the second term in

(4) is negative implying that the first term is positive. This implies, in

turn, that wA is lower when wage demands are determined by the union

confederation.

Cases of unions who are substitutes and unions who are complements can

both be observed. Perhaps the clearest examples of unions who are

substitutes occur where competing unions represent similar workers in the

same work place, as is common In Belgium, France and Italy. There is reason

to think, however, that groups of workers who bargain separately are

typically complements rather than substitutes. As Horn and Wolinsky have

shown, workers who are substitutes have an incentive to organize in a single

bargaining unit to maximize their ability to strike effectively. In fact,

competing unions commonly form a single bargaining committee to negotiate

with management in Belgium and Italy, although not in France.
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In contrast, amalgamation decreases the strike threat of workers who

are complements. Thus if unions organize to maximize their bargaining

power, each bargaining unit will unite workers who are substitutes and

remain separate from bargaining units of workers who are complements. When

and where unions are struggling to control the supply of labor and win

recognition from employers, unions would concentrate on organizing workers

who are substitutes. Only after unions have achieved substantial power over

wages would the externality described in this paper provide unions who are

complements with an incentive to combine in centralized bargaining.9

A Specific Model of Centralized and Decentralized Wage Setting

The impact of union centralization on wage demands, however, cannot be

deduced from the change in the optimal wage for one union holding other

wages constant, since centralization changes all wages. The optimal wage

demands of a centralized confederation must be compared with the equilibrium

of decentralized bargaining where all unions are simultaneously choosing

their best strategy. This section presents a particular model that is

simple enough to illustrate how centralization of unions might alter wage

demands in equilibrium.

To focus attention on self-imposed wage restraint by unions who are

complements in production, two strong assumptions are made. First, the

assumption that unions have the power to set wages as they choose is

retained. Thus the model is really of wage setting rather than wage

bargaining. However, to apply bargaining theory in either its cooperative

or noncooperative variants, one must first determine how much unions would

raise wages if they could dictate wages unilaterally.
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Second, workers are assumed to be strong complements with no

substitution possible among different types of workers or between capital

and labor. The share of total income that is invested determines the rate

of growth. As in the "tragedy of the commons," greater consumption by any

group of workers, or shareholders, reduces the growth of income for all.10

The Basic Model

Let there be two groups of workers, each represented by an independent

union, and one group of shareholders. Production requires capital and the

labor of each group of workers in fixed proportions:

Y min (vKXAALA LB)' (5)

where Y is output, K is the stock of capital and Li is the labor of members

of union i. The parameters (v,XAt)B) represent the amounts of capital and

labor required in production. The production of one unit of output requires

(l/v) units of capital, (1/XA) units of LAt and so on. Gross profits are

given by:

IT Y - wAA - BLB ( A B)Y (6)

where mi = (wiLi)/Y = wI AI is the share of income received by members of

union i. Firms invest the share s of their income, t - dK/dt = sy, and

distribute the rest to shareholders.

To emphasize the importance of investment, assume that production is

not limited by the supply of labor. Let technical progress be labor-

augmenting and equal to the rate of growth of the capital stock, or v = 0

and (AA' '(B (k/K). The growth of output is completely
determined by investment according to the equation:
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Y(t) = vK(t) = vs(t)r(t) = vs(t)[t -mA(t) B(t)]Y(t). - (7)

The Optimal Rate of Investment

Firms are assumed to act as perfect agents of their owners. In

particular, firms adopt the rate of investment in each time period s(t) that

maximizes shareholders' utility of present and future consumption, C*:

C* = f e'PtU{[1 - s(t)]J(t)}dt (8)
0

where p is the (positive) rate at which shareholders discount the future.

To solve explicitly for the optimal rate of investment, it is necessary to

adopt an additional assumption that shareholders' coefficient of

proportional risk aversion r = - CU"(C)/U'(C) is constant. In keeping with

empirical estimates, it will be assumed that V > 1.

If the aggregate wage share (A + mB) remains constant over time, the

rate of investment that maximizes shareholders' welfare is also invariant

over time and equal to:

s*(m 1=~~ P ] (9)s(EA' B) I [ 1 - *A- ]
A B

(See appendix for proof.) Note that s* is an increasing function of the

productivity of capital, v, and a decreasing function of the discount rate,

p, and the aggregate wage share, (mA + mB). Since Y > 1, s* is always less

than one (assuming the wage share A + mB is less than one). Shareholders

would never want to invest all of their income. Shareholders prefer

disinvestment, that is 8* < 0, unless the rate of return they receive,
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v(1 - mA - mB) exceeds the rate at which they discount the future, p. If
the productivity of capital v goes to zero or if workers' share A + B

approaches one, s* goes to negative infinity.

Higher wages reduce the share of output that is invested, I/Y =

s*(1 - MA - mB), in two ways. Both the income share received by owners of

capital, (1 - mA - MB). and the rate at which the income from capital is

reinvested s*, fall as (mA + mB) increases. Each union's wages affect the

growth of income for all.

Decentralized Wage Setting

One might expect that unilateral wage determination would result in

chaos with the assumptions that have been adopted. Since there is no

substitution in production, there is no loss of employment as unions raise

wages until the aggregate wage share reaches one at which point production

ceases. In any period, with output fixed, each union would want to raise

its wages as long as MA + MB < 1. Yet union members, like shareholders,

care about the future as well as the present. Since higher wages reduce

investment and growth, some measure of wage restraint may be optimal, even

with multiple unions behaving noncooperatively.

Assume that unions, like firms, are perfect agents of their

constituents. Further, assume that union members have the same preferences

over present and future consumption as shareholders. Thus, in choosing

wI (t), each union seeks to maximize

W*= if eStU[wi(t)]dt = I eStU[mi(t)Xi(t)Jdt. (10)
0 0

0 0
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In addition, the unions' choice is constrained by the dependence of

investment on wages.13 If the optimal wage share is constant, the

constraint faced by unions is given by s = s*(A,mB) as defined in (9).

It is most convenient to write the unions' solution in terms of the

optimal wage share, mi*(t) = wi*(t)/1i(t). If B is constant, the optimal

wage share for union A is shown in the appendix to be constant over time and

equal to:

mA* (1/Y)(p/v) + (7- 1)(1 -m)] (11)

The optimal wage share, A* is an increasing function of discount rate, p,

and a decreasing function of the productivity of capital, v. In addition,

since Y > 1, each unions' wage share is a nonincreasing function of the wage

share received by members of other unions: dmA*/dmB = - (Y 1)/Y < O.

Contrary to the envy effect discussed earlier, here unions respond to an

increase in the wage share of others by reducing their own wage share if

r > 1. The reason is that an increase in the wage share of one union

threatens to lower investment and the future growth of income for all.

Unions facing a decline in investment because of other unions' wage

increases find it preferable to accept somewhat lower wages themselves to

mitigate the slowdown of growth that would otherwise occur.

Since the problem facing union B is equivalent to the problem facing

union A, the optimal wage share of the two unions must be the same:

A* = m*. Equation (11) can therefore be simplified to:

m* = (p/v) + -1 (12)27 - 1

Provided 2m* < 1 or, equivalently, p < v/2, equation (12) represents the

Cournot-Nash solution among unions.14
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Centralized Wage Setting

Suppose unions A and B allow their wages to be set .ty a centralized

union confederation. Since, in most countries, the affiliated unions

determine the authority of the union confederations in wage setting, the

preferences of the affiliated unions at least constrain the choices of the

union central. Here, to keep the analysis as simple as possible, I assume

that the union central chooses wA(t) and wB(t) to maximize a simple weighted

average of the welfare of its affiliates

V(WA WB ) cAW* + (1 - a)WB** (13)

The parameters a and (1 - a) are the political weights of unions A and B

respectively in the union confederation while the terms WA* and WB* are the

two unions' welfare as defined in equation (10). As in decentralized wage

setting, the union central maximizes (13) subJect to the constraint that

investment is a decreasing function of aggregate wages.

Again writing the solution in terms of wage shares, it is shown in the

appendix that the union confederation would set wages such that the wage

shares received by unions A and B are constant over time and equal to:

*A* = 1 (1/Y) [(plv) + r - 1], and (14a)

mB* = (1/Y) [(plv) + Y - 1], where (14b)

M = [ l _ (X A/ B)1] *1 (14c)

Provided p < v, the union central demands a total wage share of

(1/7)[(p/v) + V - 1] which it distributes to its affiliates according to the

proportions M/(M + 1) and 1/(M + 1).
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The proportion received by union A, M/(M + 1) grows as its political

weight in the union confederation, a, increases. If the political weight of

union A approaches one (or, equivalently, if the political weight of union B

approaches zero), union A receives close to the entire wage share:

M/(1 + M) -# 1 as a - 1. If a goes to zero, the entire wage share goes to

union B: 1/(1 + M) = 1 if a = 0. Of course, both extremes are incompatible

with the voluntary participation of both unions in centralized wage-setting.

Continuation of centralized wage-setting demands that neither union receive

less than could be obtained by acting autonomously. Note finally that if

both unions are identical in the sense that a = 1/2 and AA = B then M = I

and both unions receive 1/2 of the aggregate wage share.

Union members together receive a lower income share with centralized

wage setting. Let the total wage share (aA + mB*) be written (W/Y) with

superscripts D and C representing decentralized wage setting and centralized

wage setting respectively. Then, subtracting the aggregate wage share in

decentralized wage setting (equation 12) from the aggregate wage share with

centralized wage setting (equation 14), one obtains

CWY QwyD= _ 2= - < 0 (15)
(W/Y) - L=[r- 27- 1 (2 -1)

where Q _ [(plv) + 7- 1] > 0. Shareholders, in contrast, consume an equal

or larger share the union confederation sets wages. Letting (C/Y) denote

the share of income consumed by shareholders, (C/Y) =

(1 - s*)(1 - m* - mB*) we have

(C/Y)C -(C/Y)D [I 2 Q1] = 2( - 1)Q > 0 (16)72(27 - 1)

since 7 ? 1. In addition, the share of aggregate income invested (I/Y) =
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s*(1 A* - mB*) is larger when wage setting is centralized:

C D =1 r - (1 + V)(p/v) _ 1 - (1 + 2V)(p/v)1(I/Y) -(I/Y) = VI 2V- I

__ _Q > 0. (17)
r2(2- -1)

Since the rate of growth of income is a multiple of the investment share,

(I/Y) = v(I/Y), the economy grows more rapidly with centralized wage

setting.

Shareholders clearly benefit from centralized wage setting. They are

consuming at least as large a share of a faster growing pie. How union

members rank centralized versus decentralized wage setting is less obvious.

In aggregate centralized unions accept lower present wages in exchange for

more rapid growth and higher future wages. Whether this intertemporal

trade-off enhances the welfare of the affiliated unions clearly depends on

the share of the total wage share that each union receives. However, a

division of the aggregate wage share under centralized wage setting that

improves the welfare of both unions in comparison to decentralized wage

setting always exists. The optimal aggregate wage share from the union

central's point of view maximizes the Joint benefits for its two affiliates.

Since the central's choice differs from the total wage shares associated

with decentralized wage setting, centralized wage setting must be superior

by the Kaldor-Hicks criterion: the total wage share can be divided in such a

way that both affiliates prefer centralized to decentralized wage setting.

To give a concrete example, if workers' productivity is equal in the two

unions, or XA = X., and if V = 2, which is roughly the value of V estimated

by Irwin Friend and Marshall Blume (1975), both unions prefer centralized

wage setting as long as .40 < a < .60.
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Relative Wages

With decentralized wage setting, relative productivity determines

relative wages. Since a* = B* in the Cournot-Nash equilibrium and, by

definition, wA/wB = (mAXA)/mBXB)9 it follows that

(wA/wB) = A (18)

The ratio of wages equals the ratio of labor productivity as measured by X

The union central, in contrast, sets wages such that mA*/Bm* = M (equation

14a and 14b). Using wi = iX and the formula for M (equation 14c), one

obtains

(wA/wB)C = [(1A (19)A B (I - ()XB

Within the limits imposed by voluntary participation in centralized wage-

setting, relative wages can take any value depending on the political

weights, ax and (I -a().

Consider the case where the union confederation treats all members

equally. Equality of treatment would be attractive if the leadership of the

union confederation wishes to avoid showing favoritism to particular

affiliates. If a = 1/2, (wA/wB)C = (GIXA ) t under centralized wage

D
setting, as opposed to (wA/wB) = P>A/XB) under decentralized wage setting.

To compare the two, consider the sign of the expression

(wA/wB)C - (wA/wB) D (XAIXB4(XA/XB)' i] (20)

Provided Y > 1, the exponent (1 -7)/Y is negative, implying that (wA/wB)C

(wA/wB) > 0 when (XAIAB) < I and (wA/wB) - (wA/wB) < 0 when (XA/XB) > 1.
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Thus either (wA/wB)D > (wA/wB)c > 1 or (wA/wB) < (wA/wB) < 1. The ratio

of wage rates is always closer to one with centralized wage-setting. When

the union confederation weighs both affiliates equally (and when Y > 1),

centralized wage setting reduces but does not eliminate wage differentials.

In this sense, the centralization of wage setting has a bias toward greater

wage equality in this model.

Wage Setting with Wage Leadership

The polar cases of decentralized, simultaneous wage setting and

centralized wage setting do not exhaust the possible patterns. There is an

intermediate case where unions act autonomously but one union acts as a wage

leader. Here wage leadership means that one union sets its wages before the

other, anticipating how the other union will respond. Equivalently, wage

leadership can mean that one union sets its wages as a multiple of the

other. It might seem that an informal linkage among union demands would

have similar effects on aggregate wage demands as fully centralized wage

setting. In fact, in this model, such a linkage results in equal or higher

aggregate wage demands than when wage setting is either centralized or fully

decentralized.

In the case where V = 1, each unions' wage demands are independent of

the wages of the other (equation 11). Thus whether one union anticipates

the response of the other or not makes no difference. Yet the wages of

other unions do influence wage demands in the case where V > 1. Let union B

be the wage leader and choose wB first. Union A then chooses wA. Firms, as

before, choose the rate of investment after unions set wages. Thus the wage

leader chooses wB(t) = B(t)XB(t) to maximize WB* anticipating the optimal
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responses of both union A and management. Union B's optimal wage share as

wage leader is shown in the appendix to equal:

R* O=(l/y)i(p/v) + - 1]. (21a)

Union A then follows by demanding the wage share (obtained by substituting

21a into 11):

mA* = (i/V )[(p/v) + r- J]. (21b)

Provided p < v/(l + 7), equations (21a) and (22b) represent the Stackelberg

solution with union B as leader and union A as follower. Note that wage

leadership need not entail being the first to fix wage levels. An

equivalent means of establishing wage leadership is to demand a fixed

multiple of whatever the other union receives. If union B sets m = VmB A

before the determination of union A's wages, the result is the same as

choosing the wage share prescribed by equation (21a).

The wage leader receives a larger share of income than the wage

follower when r > 1. In fact the wage leader receives a larger income share

than it would with simultaneous wage setting. The wage follower, in

contrast, receives a smaller share in the Stackelberg solution than in the

Cournot-Nash solution when V > 1. Yet the wage follower does not reduce its

wage share enough to keep the aggregate wage share from rising. The total

wage share with a Stackelberg leader, denoted (W/Y)s, exceeds the wage share

resulting from decentralized wage setting, (W/Y)D:

(W/Y)(S/y)( = 2 - Q = (Vi > 0 (22)
_y22Y- 1 V (27 - 1 )

when Y > 1. Similar calculations reveal that shareholders consume a smaller
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share and invest a smaller share in the Stackelberg equilibrium. With a

smaller investment share, income grows at a slower rate.

As wage leader, union B enjoys a higher level of welfare than in the

Cournot-Nash equilibrium. Union B could have chosen the Cournot-Nash

equilibrium if that had been optimal. That union B's wage share is larger

in the Stackelberg equilibrium indicates that the additional income in the

present more than compensates members of union B for the slower rate of wage

growth. Both the shareholders and wage followers are worse off, however.

They receive smaller income shares in an economy that is growing at a slower

rate.

Conclusion

When workers are complements in production, each unions' wage increases

reduce the optimal level of investment. The consequence is a lower rate of

growth of wages for all unions who supply labor to the same production

process, not just the union that raised wages. Decentralized wage setters

ignore this negative externality. Centralized wage setters who internalize

the effect of wage increases on all union members (but not shareholders),

demand less in aggregate. Decentralized wage setting is inefficient in the

sense that the total wage share with centralized wage setting could be

divided among the two unions in such a way that members of both unions, as

well as shareholders, are better off.15

Why then, one might ask, has centralized bargaining often proved to be

unstable? In both Belgium and the Netherlands a significant

decentralization of collective bargaining occurred in the 1960s. In Sweden,

white-collar unions in the engineering industry broke away from centralized
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bargaining In 1982. The metal workers bargained independently in 1983. In

1984 there was no central agreement as unions negotiated at the industry

level. Although a national agreement was reached in 1985-86, industry-level

bargaining returned in 1987-88. In the words of a recent observer: "The

disintegration of the famous Swedish model of collective bargaining now

seems beyond doubt" (Ahl4n 1988: 1).

In the framework of this paper, the relationship among unions is

similar to an Iterated prisoners' dilemma game. Centralized wage setting

potentially increases the welfare of both unions. Yet both unions may

prefer higher wages, given the wages of the other, than either receives when

wages are set by the union confederation.16 Labor contracts and the

statutes of union confederations provide some means for enforcing agreements

among unions. These agreements are only partially binding, however.

Locally negotiated wage increases above the wage levels specified in the

national agreement, usually referred to as "wage drift," are an

institutionalized part of industrial relations in countries with centralized

bargaining (Flanagan, Soskice and Ulman 1983). Since central wage setters

anticipate the subsequent wage drift, the existence of supplementary local

bargaining does not neutralize the effect of the central wage contract.17

Nevertheless, wage drift does set a lower bound on wage growth in

centralized bargaining systems without government controls.

Centralized wage setters have learned to live with limited defection at

the local level. What centralized wage setting cannot survive is the

defection of major unions, such as the metal workers in Sweden. The

position of the Swedish metal workers illustrates the ambiguous impact of-

centralized wage setting on the welfare of workers whose wages are
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relatively high. On the one hand, Swedish metal workers share the

efficiency gains resulting from overall wage moderation. On the other hand,

relatively well-paid metal workers have been disadvantaged by the

contraction of wage differentials sought by the blue-collar confederation. 18

In terms of the model of this paper, whether the potential benefits of

centralization become actual benefits depends on the political weights of

union in the union confederation. If a is too low, union A would prefer

decentralized wage-setting. If a is too high, it is union B that would

defect. Yet this explanation is insufficient since there always exists some

a that makes both union A and union B better off. If a reflects the outcome

of prior bargaining among the two unions over the wage demands of the union

confederation, all models of bargaining presume that the outcome will not

make either union want to defect. No equilibrium strategy for either union

could entail demanding an a such that the other union would prefer to set

wages separately.

Yet in this instance bargaining theory may fail to be descriptively

accurate. To extend an example used earlier, if members of unions A and B

are equally productive, their wages under decentralized bargaining (or

competition) would be equal. In this case, if Y = 2, centralized wage

setting increases the welfare of both unions for any a roughly between .40

and .60. Yet suppose the productivity of union A workers is twice the

productivity of workers in union B, or AA = 2 B. Now (with Y = 2) a must be

greater than .56 for centralization to benefit union A. If the union

confederation treats both unions equally, that is if a = .50, the cost of

reduced wage differentials for union A exceeds the gains from aggregate wage

moderation. To get an agreement that is Pareto superior to decentralized
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wage setting, the confederation must favor the relatively advantage union.

Yet such favoritism conflicts with both the norm of equal treatment and the

norm of helping those who are relatively disadvantaged.19 Experimental

results in simple games where two players divide a sum of money provided

they can agree on the division show that players often reject Pareto-

improving offers that they consider unfair (Thaler 1988). If individuals in

experimental situations frequently turn down offers that would make them

better off out of a concern with equity, perhaps unions do the same.
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Appendix

Investment

Firms choose the time path of investment, 8(t), to maximize

J e PtU[C(t)]dt, s.t. Y(t) = vs(t)[1 - m- mB]Y(t), (A.1)

0

where C(t) = [1 - s(t)](1 - A - mB)Y(t) represents shareholders'

consumption and x* = dx/dt for any variable x. The Hamiltonian for this

problem is

H(t) = ePt [U[C(t)] + Au(t)vs(t)(1 - tmA - mB)Y(t)] (A.2)

where u(t) is the implicit value to shareholders of a marginal increase in

aggregate income. From the optimality conditions 8H/8s = 0 and 8H/8Y =

- d(e Ptu)/dt, the following conditions for an optimal path can be obtained:

U'[C(t)] = vy(t), and (A.3)

M(t) = [p - v(l - MA - mB)]$(t). (A.4)

The first condition (A.3) stipulates that the marginal cost of foregone

consumption be equated with the marginal benefit of investment. The second

condition (A.4) states that the rate of change of the value of output to

shareholders is equal to the discount rate minus shareholders' rate of

return.

To solve for the optimal path of investment, differentiate (A.3), use

(A.4) to write *(t), and rearrange the terms to obtain

U"(C)C y[ - (1- s)[Y (1- ) = v,4p - v(l - mA - R) A5
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where t has been omitted for notational simplicity. Using the substitution

for t(t) (equation A.1), the first order condition U'(C) = vu (equation A.3)

and the symbol 7 to represent the coefficient of proportional risk aversion,

Y - CU"(C)/U'(C), the last equation can be written as

s(l mA B) ( = (l/()-v(l - A - mB) -P (A.6)

Equation (A.6) cannot be solved explicitly in the general case where Y

depends on C(t), and thus on s(t). For the family of utility functions

where Y is constant, however, a solution for (A.6) can be found by setting

s = 0 and s(t) = s* where

8* = -i -m' s ]Y(A.7)

Since s* satisfies the transversality condition that e-Pt$(t)Y(t) -* 0 as

t - w, a* satisfies the necessary conditions for the optimal path. Since H

is a concave function of s and Y, the necessary conditions are also

sufficient.

Decentralized Wage Setting

A similar procedure is used to solve the maximization problem of the

union. Union A chooses the wage share mA(t) to maximize

J ePtU[wA(t)]dt, s.t. iA(t) = vs*[1 - mA(t) - mBPA(t). (A.8)
0

where wA(t) = mA(t)XA(t) and s* is shareholders' optimal rate of investment

given in equation (A.7). Note that in the derivation of s*, it was assumed

that mA was constant. However, there is no inconsistency if a constant wage
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share mA* turns out to be optimal for the union. The unions' Hamiltonian is

H = eP [U(mAXA) + (W/Y)[v(l -A -
B -pixJ (A.9)

where u(t) now represents the value to members of union A of a marginal

increase in aggregate income per union member. The optimality conditions

can be written as

U'(w ) = vp./V, and (A.10)

,u = (1/Y)(CY + l)p - v(I - mB)]. (A.11)

Differentiating (A.10), substituting (A.11) for 7u using the equality

U'(wA) = v/SY and rearranging terms yields

AA A) (n/iA) = (1/V )[v(1mB) - (1 + V)p] (A.12)

If r is constant, (A.12) can be solved by setting A = 0 to yield

mA* = (1/V)t(- 1)(1 -mB) + (p/v)]. (A.13)

As the constant wage share mA(t) - mA* satisfies the transversality

condition and H is concave, mA* meets the necessary and sufficient

conditions for the optimal path.

Centralized Wage Setting

The union confederation chooses mA(t) and mB(t) to maximize

f e-Pt[U[WA(t) + (1 - )U[WB(t)]]dt,
0 (A.14)

S. t. i(t) = )s*[l - mA(t) - mB(t)]Ai(t) for i = A, B
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where s* is shareholders optimal response to (mA + B) as given in equation

(A.7). The Hamiltonian can be written as

H = -ttxCU(mA>A) + (1 ca)U(mBXB)
+ (1/V)(v(1 - A - B) - P](#AXA + /LBB)] (A.15)

There are now three optimality conditions:

aAAU'(wA) = (1 - aX)BU (wB) = (v/V)(/(PA'\A + PB) (A.16)

= r [[(1 + V)p - (1 - mB)]A - A(and (A.17)

^ = r [[(1 + V)p - (1 - MA)]/ - vmB(kB/)A)uJ (A.18)

Following the familiar steps of differentiating the first and the third

terms in (A.16) and substituting (A.17) and (A.18) for kA and
0

, one

obtains

01AA A) + (;A'*A) = (1/Y )[v - (1 + V)p]. (A.19)

If r is constant, ;A can be set to zero and (A.19) solved to yield

(mA* + mB*) = (l/Y)[VY - 1 + (p/v)]. (A.20)

The aggregate wage share (mA* + MB*) satisfies the transversality conditions

for uA(t) and pb(O.
Since H is concave, equation (A.20) defines the union confederations's

optimal choice of total wage share (mA* + m *) when 7 is constant. Equation

(A.16) determines the division of the aggregate wage share among the two

unions. Note that U'(x) = cx t where c is any positive constant for the

family of utility functions with a constant Y.20 From (A.16) we have
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U'(mAXA) = A[ if or)
U'(mBB) LB>B oSA

(A/mB) = [(1 c) (XA/XB) ]1/ (A.21)

Stackelberg Leadership

The problem faced by the Stackelberg leader is similar to choosing the

optimal wage share holding other wages constant (equations A.8 - A.13).

Instead of (A.9), the Hamiltonian for the wage leader (union B) is

H = ePt[U(mBB) + (./Vy2)[v(l - mB) - (I + Y)p]X (A.22)

where A* from (A.13) has been substituted for mA. The optimality

conditions are

U'(wB) = vuV2, and (A.23)

= (1/ 2)(1 + Y + )p - v]. (A.24)

Differentiating (A.23), making substitutions and rearranging terms produces

(XB/AB) + (1B/B) = (1/V3)[v - (1 + Y + y2)p]. (A.25)

When r is constant, (A.25) can be solved by setting ;B = 0 to obtain

r* = (l/Y)(Y - 1 + (p/v)J. (A.26)

Since mB(t) = mB* satisfies the transversality condition and H is concave,

mB* fulfills the necessary and sufficient conditions for a maximum.
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1 The centralization of bargaining refers to the role of the peak

associations of labor and capital in collective bargaining. In highly

centralized bargaining systems, the peak associations typically negotiate a

frame agreement on wages at the national level. In decentralized bargaining

systems, each union negotiates independently at the industry or firm level.

While there exist nearly as many definitions of corporatism as scholars

working on the topic, the definition of corporatism when applied to Western

European countries in the postwar period almost always includes centralized

collective bargaining.

2 Correcting for the decline in migrant labor increases the unemployment

rate in other countries as well, but the correction is far less significant.

For example, Lindbeck (1983) estimated that including foreign workers would

have increased the unemployment rate of Germany by 1.2% and Austria by 0.2%

in the late 1970s.

The difference between the decentralized and moderately centralized

groups is statistically significant at the 90% confidence level but not at

the 95% confidence level. Simply removing Switzerland from the sample

lowers the confidence level below 90%.

4 Richard Freeman (1988) notes that Austria is an exception with high

levels of both wage dispersion and union centralization.

Jon Elster (1989) lists eight externalities, that may be present in

decentralized bargaining. Here I only mention the three that have received

the most attention in recent work.

6 Calmfors and Driffill simulate the outcome using a particular pattern of
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elasticities of demand between goods produced by different unions to support

their claim that intermediate levels of centralization are likely to produce

the most militant wage demands.

7 The second order condition for a maximum of equation (1) implies that

the term inside the first brackets of equation (4) is a decreasing function

of wA'

8 If x. is defined to be employment in industry i and R(L,L ) is theI AtB
function that represents the firm's revenues when employing LA members of

union A and LB members of union B, the condition that 8xA/awB >(<) 0 is

equivalent to the condition that 82R/aLaL <(>) 0. The latter condition isA LB<()0 Thlatrcniins
the definition of substitutes (complements) used by Horn and Wolinsky.

9 If the difference between very decentralized and intermediate levels of

centralization is the amalgamation of substitutes, the relationship between

centralization and wage restraint would be hump-shaped, as claimed by

Calmfors and Driffill (1988).

10 This model shares many features with a model developed by Matti Pohjola

(1984). Pohjola's assumption of linear preferences together with a linear

technology produced bang-bang solutions that appear quite different and

unrealistic. Nevertheless, some of the results of this paper are

anticipated in Pohjola's analysis. The analysis of Barnett Rubin (1988) is

also similar in its focus on decentralized wage setting and investment.

For discussions of why the rate of technical progress might depend on

the rate of investment, see Robert Solow (1988) or Michael Boskin (1988). A

slightly more general formulation where ()i/Ai) = c(K/K) for some positive
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constant c could easily be adopted. However, the assumptions v = 0 and

(GA\ ) = (K/K) are roughly consistent with the data presented by Richard

Layard and Stephen Nickell (1986).

12 Both the assumption that V is constant and the assumption that V 1 1

are supported by data on the distribution of household wealth among risky

and risk-free assets (Friend and Blume 1975).

13 As is common in the literature, the unions are assumed throughout to

act as Stackelberg leaders vis-a-vis firms. One can also solve for the

Cournot-Nash equilibrium between unions and firms where unions take s to be

fixed, as does Pohjola (1984), without changing the general conclusions.

14 If p a v/2, the Cournot-Nash solution consists of maximal wage

militancy and maximal disinvestment If maximal strategies exist. The

generalization of equation (12) when there are n independent unions is

m* = [(plv) + 7-. 1J/[1 + n(Y- 1)].

15 Centralized wage setting is not Pareto optimal, however, when one

includes shareholders. A centralized agreement covering both wages and

investment could make all parties better off.

16 The structure of the game is not exactly an iterated prisoners'

dilemma since the payoffs in each period change over time as income grows.

17 While a substantial proportion of wage increases in highly centralized

bargaining systems like Sweden and Norway come from local bargaining, most

of the variance in annual wage increases is determined by the national wage

agreement. For example, Norwegian data from 1973 to 1986 show that local
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bargaining consistently added 5-7X nominal wage growth over whatever the

outcome of centralized bargaining, except in 1978-1979 when wages were

frozen by the government (H6gsnes and Hanisch 1988).

18 The fact that Swedish employers in the metal working industry

encouraged metal workers to break away from the central agreement seems to

contradict the result that shareholders always gain from centralized wage

setting. The most common explanation is that employers wanted to increase

wage differentials to attract skilled workers (Lash 1985). The explanation

provided by a representative of the national employers' association (SAF) is

that, with increased conflict within the blue-collar confederation,

centralized wage setting no longer had the same moderating effect on wages

as before (personal discussion).

19 The potential role of norms in both facilitating and disrupting

collective agreements is discussed at length by Blster (1989).

20 The family of utility functions with a constant V Is given by

U(x) = c(1 -7) lx + b for Y > 0, VY I and U(x) = cln(x) + b for Y = 1

with c > 0.
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Table 1

OECD Standardized Unemployment Rates and Level of Centralization
in Advanced Industrial Societies, 1956-1985

(average percentage unemployed)

Increase from
Country 1956-1974 1975-1985 1956-74 to 1975-85

(1) (2) (3)

Highly Centralized2

Austria .2.0 . . . . . 2.6 . . . . . 0.6
Norway .2.0 . . . . . 2.3 . . . . . 0.3
Sweden .1.9 . . . . . 2.4 . . . . . 0.5

Moderately Centralized

Belgium3 . * * . . . . . 2.6 . . . . . 9.5 . . . . . 6.9
Denmark . . . . . . . 1.9 . . . . . 8.0 . . . . . 6.1
Finland . . . . 2.0 . . . . . 5.2 . . . . . 3.2
Netherlands . . 1.6 . . . . . 8.0 . . . . . 6.4

Decentralized

Australia. . 2.2 . 6.7 . . . . . 4.5
Canada . . 5.0 . . . . . 8.8 . . . . . 3.8
France . 1.9 .6.8 .4.9
Germany3 .1.3 .4.9.3.6
Ireland .5.5 .9.7.4.2

Italy.6.1 .8.0.1.9
Japan .1.5 . . . . . 2.2 .0.7
New Zealand .0.2 .2.7.2.5

Spain.2.4 .11.7.9.3
Switzerland .0.0 .0.5.0.5
United Kingdom.2.9 . . . . . 8.7 .5.8
United States .4.8 . . . . . 7.5 .2.7

Sources: Bean, Layard and Nickell (1986: S1) for unemployment rates 1956-
1983. OECD (1987a, 1987b, 1988) for unemployment rates 1984-1985.
Cameron (1984), Schmitter (1981) and Calmfors and Driffill (1988) were
used to categorize countries according to union centralization.

1 Column (3) is obtained by subtracting column (1) from column (2).

2 Countries are listed alphabetically within each category.

3 Standardized unemployment figures for 1984-1985 are not available.
Unadjusted unemployment rates were used in their place.


